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ABSTRACT
Multiple Target Tracking in Realistic Environments Using Recursive-RANSAC
in a Data Fusion Framework
Jeffrey Dyke Millard
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
Reliable track continuity is an important characteristic of multiple target tracking (MTT)
algorithms. In the specific case of visually tracking multiple ground targets from an aerial platform, challenges arise due to realistic operating environments such as video compression artifacts, unmodeled camera vibration, and general imperfections in the target detection algorithm.
Some popular visual detection techniques include Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT)-based motion detection, difference imaging, and object feature matching. Each of these algorithmic detectors has
fundamental limitations in regard to providing consistent measurements. In this thesis we present
a scalable detection framework that simultaneously leverages multiple measurement sources. We
present the recursive random sample consensus (R-RANSAC) algorithm in a data fusion architecture that accommodates multiple measurement sources. Robust track continuity and real-time
performance are demonstrated with post-processed flight data and a hardware demonstration in
which the aircraft performs automated target following.
Applications involving autonomous tracking of ground targets occasionally encounter situations where semantic information about targets would improve performance. This thesis also
presents an autonomous target labeling framework that leverages cloud-based image classification
services to classify targets that are tracked by the R-RANSAC MTT algorithm. The communication is managed by a Python robot operating system (ROS) node that accounts for latency and
filters the results over time. This thesis articulates the feasibility of this approach and suggests
hardware improvements that would yield reliable results.
Finally, this thesis presents a framework for image-based target recognition to address the
problem of tracking targets that become occluded for extended periods of time. This is done by
collecting descriptors of targets tracked by R-RANSAC. Before new tracks are assigned an ID,
an attempt to match visual information with historical tracks is triggered. The concept is demonstrated in a simulation environment with a single target, using template-based target descriptors.
This contribution provides a framework for improving track reliability when faced with target occlusions.

Keywords: data fusion, multiple target tracking, recursive-RANSAC, unmanned air vehicle
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CHAPTER 1.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Motivation
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are increasingly important tools in many commercial

and military fields. They provide cost-effective aerial perspective and are capable of traversing
rough terrain and dense urban environments. Specific interests include infrastructure monitoring,
agriculture, mining, package delivery, search and rescue, law enforcement, and wildlife conservation. Many of these applications need autonomous target tracking for mission success. For the
case of ground target tracking, this requires at least one onboard camera and a multiple target
tracking (MTT) algorithm capable of real-time detection and tracking from a moving platform.
Additionally, it is desired to have reliable track continuity (maintenance of the targets’ assigned ID
numbers over time). If a target’s track is occasionally lost due to detection failures or suboptimal
state estimation, a track for the given target is expected to be eventually reinitialized, resulting
in track fragmentation and a new target ID. In the case of target following, track fragmentation
causes undesirable flight behavior and may require intervention from the ground operator to select
the appropriate ID.
Track continuity heavily depends on the reliability of target detection and the specific estimation technique. Vision-based target detection in realistic scenarios can be influenced by camera
characteristics, lighting conditions, target distance, image processing algorithms, occlusions, and
UAV motion. Naive approaches to track initialization and estimation schemes are susceptible to
clutter and missed detections.
This thesis presents an MTT framework designed to accommodate these realistic conditions, providing real-time continuous tracks. We use the recursive random sample consensus
(R-RANSAC) multiple target tracker in a data fusion framework that has multiple measurement
sources, each with potentially unique measurement models and sensor noise. Because all detectors are simultaneously active, the strengths of the measurement sources are leveraged, providing
1

Figure 1.1: The multiple-source MTT framework is scalable, allowing for simple integration of
additional sensor modalities or detection algorithms.

robust target detection and tracking in realistic environments. The result is an MTT algorithm
that can seamlessly accommodate missed detections, clutter, and occasional measurement source
failures while providing continuous tracks.
The general case of the proposed architecture is illustrated in Figure 1.1 where a source can
be thought of a generator of measurements such as a sensor or computer vision algorithm. C(i) ,
R(i) , and {z}(i) is the measurement model, measurement noise covariance, and set of measurements
produced associated with the ith source. The term tracks refers to the set of state estimates x̂ and
covariances P of targets in the tracking surveillance region that have initialized Kalman filters
associated with them.
The MTT framework in this thesis is not limited to UAV applications, but the motivation for
this work is presented in the context of real-time tracking of multiple ground targets from a single
aerial platform with a monocular camera. We are particularly interested in target state estimates
and track continuity reliable enough to perform autonomous target following in realistic flight
environments. To avoid ambiguity of terms, this thesis uses target tracking to mean the target
state estimation in the image frame and target following to mean the visual servoing operations
performed by the aircraft to keep the ground targets in the field of view.

2

1.2

Literature Review
We divide our survey of the literature into three sections. First, we address R-RANSAC

and various MTT algorithms in the context of creating a robust tracking framework. Second, we
discuss visual target detection techniques and their strengths relative to MTT applications. Lastly,
we review data fusion algorithms commonly used in the tracking and estimation literature.

1.2.1

Multiple Target Tracking
Generally, MTT algorithms consist of some form of track initialization, data association,

target state estimation update, and track management. Track initialization is the event that uses
measurement information or operator input to define a track, which can be thought of as a subsystem with its own a dynamic and measurement models. Data association is the process by which
target measurements are assigned to existing tracks. State estimation uses one of many estimation
techniques and the associated measurements to produce an updated estimate for the considered target. Track management, simply stated, uses a set of rules to determine when two tracks represent
the same target, or when a track has become lost due to lack of new information.
The work of this thesis builds exclusively on the R-RANSAC algorithm presented in [1].
R-RANSAC is an MTT algorithm capable of tracking many objects in the presence of missed
detections and clutter. In R-RANSAC, each track can be thought of as a parameterization of an
observed trajectory in the real world. Each new measurement is evaluated for inlier status against
all existing tracks. All tracks perform estimate updates using their new inlier measurements. This
update step can be performed using any relevant estimator. The modularity of the algorithm is
discussed in further detail in [2]. For each measurement that is an outlier to all existing tracks,
a recent history of measurements is used to effectively sample hypothesis trajectories that pass
through this point. This thesis uses the term sampled trajectory because these sampled paths do not
yet have an initialized filter or optimal state estimate. These trajectories are selected in a RANSAC
fashion by sampling the minimum subset of historical points required to define a trajectory that
fits the assumed motion model. The one with the most historical inliers is used to define the new
track for which a filter is initialized. Clearly, this approach will produce many weak tracks when
tracking in the presence of clutter. For this reason, only tracks with a high amount of support over

3

time are elevated the status of a good track and receive a track ID. This creates a reliable MTT
structure that is robust in the presence of missed target detections and clutter.
R-RANSAC has been applied to visual tracking [2]–[5] and RADAR [6]–[8]. In [9],
R-RANSAC was expanded to allow visual tracking of ground targets from a moving platform by
transforming the states and measurement history using a homography between sequential frames.
Improvements to computational performance were proposed and validated in [10].
Though R-RANSAC has excellent track continuity [11], like all MTT algorithms, it is
still dependent on relatively persistent measurements. Prolonged measurement source failures
cause track loss for any tracker. This thesis presents a data fusion architecture motivated by the
need for reliable tracking in a range of operating environments. R-RANSAC provides an existing
framework for track initialization, data association, and state updates.
There are many other MTT algorithms such as nearest neighbor filter (NN) [12], probabilistic data association (PDA) filter [13], multiple hypothesis tracking [14], and probabilistic
hypothesis density algorithms [15], to name a few. A more thorough review of tracking algorithms
can be found in [16]–[19]. Each of these either requires known information about the number
of targets, or is not considered robust in conditions of clutter and missed detections. Detailed
comparisons of these algorithms to R-RANSAC can be found in [11], [20], [21].

1.2.2

Visual Target Detection
In this section we address the various types of visual detection front ends that can be paired

with R-RANSAC. We are most interested in point locations of detected targets from which measurement noise can be observed and used with our tracking framework to provide a measure of
uncertainty. Further, we desire that track velocities represent the apparent motions of the target and
not be influenced by UAV ego-motion. These goals are helpful in considering possibilities such
as geolocation, three-dimensional inertial tracking, and fusing vision measurements with other
detection types.
There are many real-time appearance-based target tracking algorithms in the literature [19].
Kernel-based tracking such as mean shift trackers maintain a histogram-based target representation which is used for target localization in subsequent frames [22]. Feature-based tracking uses
target feature descriptors to localize the target [23]. However, these generative approaches require
4

additional input to start tracking such as a user selecting a bounding box for the object of interest. Additionally, ideal performance can require foreground segmentation to avoid characterizing
background objects.
Background subtraction consists of generating a model of the background scene which can
be compared to the current field of view to easily detect foreign objects [24]. While it is possible
to construct a background model from a moving camera, the task can be difficult and warrants its
own dedicated research as discussed in [25].
Algorithms such as difference imaging and Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT)-based feature
outliers are forms of motion detection. Given a homography, a difference image can be produced
by warping the previous image into the current frame and subtracting. Additional operations are
used to reveal apparent motion in the frame. Variations of this method have been used in [26],
[27]. The KLT tracker is composed of a few key elements [28]. First, intensity-based features
are extracted that have strong gradients (eigenvalues above a specified threshold), which can conceptually be thought of as corners in the scene. These features are optimal for the Lucas-Kanade
solution to the optical flow problem and are referred to as good features to track (GFTT) [29], [30].
The sparse optical flow is iteratively solved for the GFTT points in the next frame, resulting in a set
of feature correspondences between frames k and k − 1. In some cases an affine transformation is
solved for and applied to the sets of points, eliminating outlier feature pairs that do not align [31].
This same approach can be used to identify motion in the frame, although we use a homography
rather than an affine transformation in this thesis due to to the projective nature of the assumed planar scene. The resulting measurements contain both position and velocity as seen in [9] and [32].
This is important to the work in this thesis because not all target detections have the same measurement model, which is something that needs to be accounted for when fusing information from
different sources.

1.2.3

Data Fusion
Here we discuss data fusion in the context of the tracking literature, the R-RANSAC MTT

framework, and the goals of the work presented in this thesis. In the tracking literature, a common
data fusion technique is to use independent trackers and perform track-to-track association and
fusion [13]. This is often referred to as decentralized or distributed fusion and generally applies
5

to the case where tracking occurs from unique locations. Because our target detections occur in
the same frame of reference, a centralized approach is sufficient and the decentralized case is not
covered in detail in this thesis. For work regarding track-to-track correlation and visual tracking
with R-RANSAC, the reader is referred to [33].
Some fusion approaches fall under the category of state vector fusion. This simply means
that various unique estimators contribute their belief of x̂ and P and an algorithm takes each into
account to provide the global estimate. This can be helpful in the case where individual trackers
are unable to communicate all measurement information in realtime. A comparison against other
tracking methods is presented in [34]. State vector fusion in the context of visual aerial tracking
of ground targets has been proposed in [35], where different approaches are compared. However,
the results are based upon simulation data and do not account for occasional measurement source
failure.
Information fusion refers to the use of the information form of the state estimate to easily
allow multiple measurements to contribute to the state update. The information filter is mathematically equivalent to the Kalman filter, but it uses the canonical parameterization of the multivariate
Gaussian representing the state belief and uncertainty. This parameterization provides a comparatively simple update step and a more complicated prediction step. This form of the update step
allows many measurements to easily contribute their information. Additional details as well as a
discussion about the implied assumptions can be found in Chapter 3 and Appendix A.
The work in [36] compares two forms of centralized measurement fusion. One approach
involves creating a single measurement based on minimum-mean-square-error estimates, but requires all measurements to have the same measurement model which is too restrictive for our case.
The other involves augmenting the observation vector and measurement model to effectively create
a single measurement. This imposes no restriction on the measurement model which is ideal for
our case. However, Chapter 3 and Appendix B show that this is the same as information fusion
described above. Further, it is unclear how a more complicated update such as that found in the
PDA filter might be accommodated.
In [13], Bar Shalom introduces what is referred to as the Optimal Centralized Fuser in
that work. His derivation, along with some contextual insight from Appendix B shows that this
too is standard information fusion, with some subtle changes. In this case, a dedicated estimator
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performs local state updates for each measurement source. The global update step is represented
in terms of the change in information for each individual estimator during its local updates. This
is not the same as state vector fusion mentioned above because the local predicted states and covariances are required as well as the local updated values. This amounts to a form of measurement
reconstruction. Details and commentary are provided in Chapter 3, including a description of the
conditions for which this algorithm is identical to traditional information fusion.

1.3

Overview of Approach
To address the issue of robust tracking, we introduce various changes to the tracking algo-

rithm to provide a scalable multiple-source framework. In this thesis, R-RANSAC uses its native
inlier region threshold τRR for associating measurements to existing tracks. A PDA filter is used to
perform state updates with the associated measurements in order to account for potentially gated
clutter. Because each measurement source has unique detection probability and clutter characteristics, we expand the algorithm such that a PDA update is performed for each source and a central
fuser provides the global track estimate. Adjustments are made to the RANSAC-based track initialization to accommodate measurements from various sources with different measurement models
and noise.
The fusion implementation is tested and demonstrated using a software in the loop (SIL)
simulation in MATLAB and Simulink. A multirotor UAV with a fixed camera is simulated and
the target detections with noise and clutter are projected into the camera frame. The R-RANSAC
compiled C++ binaries perform the tracking and target estimation with measurement fusion in
real time as seen in Figure C.2. The full tracking framework for hardware implementation was
developed in C++ using ROS. Vision-based target detection algorithms supported for both GPU
and CPU onboard processing were created using the OpenCV libraries.
We use three different visual detection algorithms, each acting as a unique measurement
source. The first detection method is the KLT-based motion detection which provides measurements with apparent velocities and a homography H. The second detection source uses the homography and difference image to provide position-only measurements. The difference image
source is more robust to image imperfections caused by vibration and a noisy homography estimate. Lastly, ORB features are extracted from targets and subsequent target localizations are
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Figure 1.2: The detection framework provides multiple measurement sources. The homography is
used to detect outlier features and to perform the difference image. The ORB feature tracker uses
information about the existing tracks to extract target features and produce new measurements.

used to provide measurements. The ORB detection scheme is unique because target features are
selected by observing the motion of a tracked target over time to filter out background keypoints
that cannot be matched. When features are successfully extracted, targets that stop moving will
continue to be detected using this method. ORB features are introduced in [37] and additional
implementation details are found in Chapter 4.
Figure 1.3 provides basic examples of the three detection algorithms used in this thesis.
Row a) represents the KLT-based motion detection. The first image is a closeup of the example
target. The second image shows the generation of the GFTT features in the scene. The last image shows the isolation of the features whose motion caused them to be considered homography
outliers. These points are interpreted as features that have apparent motion compared to the background and are measurements which are passed to R-RANSAC. Row b) represents the difference
image-based motion detection. The first image shows the subtraction of two sequential frames
after compensating for the camera ego-motion. The second image is the result after blur and normalizing operations which are performed so that the threshold operation in the last image does
not require tuning when tracking conditions change. Row c) represents the ORB feature matching
detection. The first image shows the ORB feature keypoints which are considered to belong to
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Figure 1.3: The detection methods used in this thesis are a) KLT feature correspondences that
are considered outlier to the homography. b) Difference image-based motion detection. c) ORB
features tracked over time after the background features have been removed.

the target. In the context of this thesis, a keypoint is a pixel location of a feature that also has an
associated ORB descriptor. The second and third images simply show the localization of these
features at later frames.
Figure 1.2 contains a block diagram representing the detection topology. The KLT Tracker
block finds the GFTT points where {p}k and {p}k−1 are sets of corresponding features for frames
k and k − 1, respectively. These feature correspondences are used to solve for the homography
Hk using a RANSAC form of outlier rejection. The homography and the sets of features are used
to detect apparent motion in the frame to produce the measurements from the KLT-based motion
detection source. The Difference Image is produced using the homography. The centroids of the
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motion mask blobs are converted to position measurements. Lastly, the ORB Feature Tracker monitors R-RANSAC tracks and extracts target foreground features based on target motion. Feature
matching is then used to localize targets in subsequent frames, producing pre-associated measurements (measurements that are known to belong to a specific target).

1.4

Summary of Contributions
The work presented in this thesis presents a target detection, data fusion, and tracking

framework not found in the tracking literature. This MTT framework produces continuous tracks in
realistic operating environments and is verified via hardware demonstration featuring autonomous
ground target following. The SIL simulation and full ROS implementation will be available to
future researchers in the Multiple AGent Intelligent Coordination and Control (MAGICC) Lab at
Brigham Young University and members of the Center for Unmanned Aircraft Systems (C-UAS)
which is an Industry/University Cooperative Research Center with a focus on tracking, navigation,
and perception related to UAVs.
A key contribution of this work is to account for the fact that all measurements originate
from the same sensor. Because the target detections originate from the same camera, there is an
unmodeled statistical correlation between them that is ignored by naive fusion methods. When left
unaccounted for, this correlation between measurements can cause suboptimal, overconfident state
estimation [38]. One contribution of this work is to mitigate this effect by using a combination of
PDA filters and the specific central fuser presented in Chapter 3.
The C++ implementation in ROS is designed to be modular, allowing the method to be
adapted to three-dimensional tracking in future work. The number of input sources is scalable,
opening the possibility of fusing other sensor modalities such as RADAR, LIDAR, or IR, to name
a few.
Another contribution is automated track labeling via integration of Google Cloud Vision
with our MTT framework. The Cloud Vision application programming interface (API) accepts a
cropped image of a track’s region of interest (ROI) and returns a set of labels with corresponding
confidence probabilities. This functionality is integrated in the form of a ROS node that subscribes
to the published R-RANSAC good tracks and maintains a collection of labels for each track. Some
specific contributions include real-time performance while accounting for server delay, adaptable
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request rate based on a fixed cost, and a system of score filtering to reject obscure results and assign
the most trusted label. Specifics can be found in Chapter 6.
Another contribution is a framework for track recognition which allows the tracker to use
visual information about the target to maintain the correct track identification numbers. Tracks can
become lost due to prolonged occlusion, faulty detection, inaccurate motion models, or suboptimal estimation. When a track is reinitialized for a given lost target, R-RANSAC can query the
visual front end and perform a match to previously collected visual information. This results in the
assignment of the original correct target number. The functionality of this framework is demonstrated via simulation using simple template matching with a single target. Chapter 7 provides
details as well as future work with multiple targets.

1.5

Thesis Outline
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the original R-RANSAC algo-

rithm as well as some of the recent developments relevant to this work. Chapter 3 covers fusion
techniques in more detail, especially information-based fusion approaches and Chapter 4 provides
system implementation details. Chapter 5 discusses the simulated and hardware demonstration
results. Chapter 6 presents cloud-based target classification integrated with the MTT framework.
Chapter 7 presents a method of visually recognizing previously-tracked targets for providing persistent target ID numbers in the case of occlusions and track fragmentations. Chapter 8 concludes
and discusses future work.
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CHAPTER 2.

RECURSIVE RANSAC

This chapter contains an explanation of the original R-RANSAC algorithm. The motivation
is to provide the sufficient background required to understand the contributions presented in this
thesis. The content of this chapter is divided into three main sections. Section 2.1 covers RANSACbased track initialization. Section 2.2 provides additional detail related to data association and
target state estimation. Lastly Section 2.3 addresses track management.

2.1

Track Initialization
When estimating the properties of a signal, traditional algorithms such as least-squares re-

gression tend to produce poor results in the presence of large errors not originating from the true
signal. The Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm was designed to estimate the parameters of a signal while rejecting such outliers [39]. This is done by randomly sampling a minimal
subset of parameters from within the valid region and selecting the set that contains the highest
number of inlier points. Variations of RANSAC with an emphasis on real-time performance are
presented and compared in [40].
Target trajectories exist in the world and a track approximates or models a trajectory. In
this thesis the term sampled trajectory is used to mean the sampled points which model a trajectory. The need for this term is motivated by the fact that sampled points define a path, but tracks
have an initialized filter with an associated state x̂ and covariance P. Therefore, in the context of
track initialization, the terms track and sampled trajectory are nearly synonymous with the subtle
difference being that a track has an initialized filter. For track initialization, R-RANSAC samples
trajectories in a RANSAC fashion and selects the one with the most inlier support to initialize a
filter and create a new track. A given sampled trajectory is parameterized by a minimal subset of
points based on the assumed motion model. This approach is used to initialize up to M tracks
which are ranked by their support over time. A good track refers to a track that is believed to rep-
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Figure 2.1: RANSAC-based track initialization is demonstrated with a given recent history. In (a)
the simplified notation zk−n means the measurement belongs to scan k − n: z ∈ Zk−n , meaning
that the measurement belongs to the scan that is n frames in the past. For simplicity, the timing
labels are dropped and represented by grayscale intensities for intuition. (b) shows various sampled
trajectories passing through the new measurement zk with trajectory 3 having the most support. In
(c) a filter is initialized using information from the inliers and retroactively updated to produce the
optimal estimate at time k. (d) shows the predicted state for time k + 1 and the inlier region based
on τRR , with the displayed zk+1 being considered an inlier to the newly created track.

resent real targets and is elevated to this status once conditional requirements are met. These are
given a track label and are published to the network. The specifics of the communication network
are described in Chapter 4.
Given a scan of new measurements Zk , each measurement z ∈ Zk is checked for inlier
status against the set of existing tracks {x̂i } by evaluating
||z −Cx̂i [k]|| < τRR

∀i,

(2.1)

where C is the measurement model, i is the index over existing tracks, and τRR is the R-RANSAC
inlier region threshold which is set by the ground operator. Each measurement that is an outlier to
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all existing tracks initiates the creation of a new track by sampling from the collection of recent
measurements Zk−N:k where the notation Za:b represents an ordered set {Za , Za+1 , ..., Zb−1 , Zb }
and N is the length of the observation window. The subset of sampled measurements that has the
most support is used to initialize a new filter and produce a corresponding state estimate for the
current time as seen in Figure 2.1.
A trajectory is sampled by sampling the number of additionally needed measurements required to define a path governed by the motion model. The most intuitive case is that of positiononly measurements. A constant velocity trajectory can be defined by two points and a constant
acceleration trajectory by three. The inliers for a given sample are determined based on the Euclidean distance threshold τR from the trajectory.
After ` trajectory samples, the trajectory with the most support is chosen to represent the
new track as seen in Figure 2.1b. The corresponding set of sampled historical measurements is
used to find the maximum likelihood (MLE) estimate (mean and covariance) of the track at the
beginning of the sliding observation window k − Nw , which is used to initialize a Kalman filter at
time k − Nw . As illustrated in Figure 2.1c, the inlier measurements are used for the updates of the
filter to produce the optimal estimate at time k. The original derivation is found in [3], and is also
reintroduced in Chapter 3 due to implementation changes motivated by multiple input sources.
Clutter measurements are likely to be outliers to all existing tracks and therefore this configuration is likely to produce many weak tracks. This is easily resolved using a few measures
introduced in Section 2.3.

2.2

Data Association and Estimation
R-RANSAC performs data association using the fixed threshold τRR as seen in Figure 2.1d.

In the original implementation, this was a position-based measurement gating. This means that a
given measurement can be associated with multiple tracks, eventually causing track coalescence.
Additionally, the original algorithm employed a standard Kalman Filter which does not account
for the possibility of associated clutter.
In [9], the use of a PDA filter with R-RANSAC was proposed and implemented for the
update step. This introduces two gating steps: the fixed Euclidean threshold τRR based on position
and a Mahalonobis gating used by the PDA filter. The PDA gating considers velocity which helps
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with crossing tracks, while the R-RANSAC threshold τRR prevents runaway association in the case
of large, propated covariances. The PDA also accounts for the detection probability PD , the gate
probability PG , and expected clutter density λ .
The PDA was first introduced in [41]. A basic overview of the filter update step is provided
here for reference. Measurements are checked against the validation region based on the distance
weighted by the innovation covariance Sk :

>


z − Hk x̂k|k−1 Sk−1 z − Hk x̂k|k−1 ≤ γ,

(2.2)

where Sk is the same as in the standard Kalman filter Sk = Hk Pk|k−1 Hk> + Rk and γ being the square
of the chosen Mahalanobis distance threshold.
For each track, the validated measurements are assigned association likelihoods according
to



N zi , Hk x̂k|k−1 , Sk PD
Li ,
,
λ

(2.3)

where PD is the detection probability for the measurement source, λ is the expected clutter density,
i is the index over gated measurements, and N [a, b, c] denotes a multivariate Gaussian density
function with and input of a, mean of b, and covariance of c. The association likelihoods are
converted to association probabilities according to

βi =






Li
mk
1−PD PG +∑ j=1
Lj

if i = 1, . . . , mk





1−PD PG
mk
Lj
1−PD PG +∑ j=1

if i = 0

,

(2.4)

where PG is the gate probability and mk is the number of validated measurements. The accommodation of β0 is significant because it accounts for the probability of no true measurement which will
be 1 when there are no validated measurements. The combined innovation is created by weighting
the residuals for each validated measurement as seen by
mk

ν = ∑ βi νi .
i=1
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(2.5)

The gain at the current time Kk is the same as in the standard Kalman filter as seen in equation
(B.1). The state update is therefore
x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 + Kk ν.

(2.6)

The updated covariance is represented by
c
Pk|k = β0 Pk|k−1 + (1 − β0 ) Pk|k
+ P̃k ,

(2.7)

c is the standard covariance update represented by
where Pk|k
c
Pk|k
= Pk|k−1 − Kk Sk Kk> ,

(2.8)

and P̃k is the spread of the innovations which is the effect of the measurement origin uncertainty
represented by
"
P̃k = Kk

#

mk

∑ βiνiνi> − νν >

Kk> .

(2.9)

i=1

While the target measurements exist in the image frame, the velocity and acceleration estimates of the targets are based on apparent motion rather than strictly in-frame motion. This means
that it is possible for a moving target to be fixed in the center of the image due to camera motion
while the target state estimate accurately has a non-zero velocity associated with it. This configuration requires that detection schemes observing target velocity measure the velocity relative to the
target’s surroundings. Further, this requires that the state estimates, covariances, and measurement
histories be transformed at each time step using the homography transformation that characterizes
the rotation and translation of the camera between sequential frames.

2.3

Track Management
Due to the large number of newly generated tracks when tracking in clutter, it is helpful to

maintain a maximum number of stored R-RANSAC tracks, M. The stored tracks are ranked by
their inlier ratio ρ which is a comparison of the size of the consensus set (number of inliers existing
in the sliding observation window) compared to the length of the window N. Tracks with an inlier
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ratio above the τρ threshold that have existed longer than the τT lifetime threshold are considered
to be good tracks and are assigned labels.
There are various ways to prune tracks to ensure that the collection does not exceed M.
Tracks that no longer experience inlier measurements are subject to pruning when they surpass a
number of consecutive missed detections above the τCMD threshold. Occasionally multiple tracks
become initialized for the same target, which can be merged. In the original R-RANSAC implementation, duplicate tracks are merged based on a chosen Mahalanobis distance threshold. At the
end of the track management phase, the tracks with the lowest inlier ratio ρ are eliminated until
the maximum tracks criteria M is satisfied.
These measures ensure that a limited number of filters are maintained and that the tracks
that best represent the true targets become elevated. The good tracks that become published each
have a state and covariance that can be used for plotting or as inputs to a visual servo control
algorithm. This collection of track initialization, state estimation, and track management provide a
tracking solution that does not depend on a priori knowledge regarding the total number of tracks.
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CHAPTER 3.

DATA FUSION

This chapter discusses existing centralized data fusion techniques and is comprised of two
parts. The first part discusses various types of data fusion in centralized state estimation (assuming
tracks are initialized). The second part addresses R-RANSAC track initialization using measurements from different sources.

3.1

State Estimation
This section addresses track estimation using multiple input sources. Section 3.1.1 in-

troduces information filtering and related measurement fusion. Section 3.1.2 introduces the Bar
Shalom optimal centralized fuser and the use of measurement reconstruction in data fusion. Lastly,
Section 3.1.3 discusses implementation details of the PDA filter in regard to multiple measurement
sources.

3.1.1

Information Fusion
This section introduces information fusion. This discussion assumes initialized tracks and

perfect data association. Specifically, this means a valid detection from a given measurement
source produces a single measurement that is known to belong to the track associated with the true
origin target. These assumptions are relaxed later.
The information filter is mathematically equivalent to the Kalman filter. It optimally estimates the distribution of state belief using the canonical parameterization of the multivariate Gaussian. Rather than using a state error covariance matrix and state vector, it uses the information
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matrix and information vector represented by 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.
Y = P−1 .

(3.1)

ŷ = P−1 x̂.

(3.2)

This allows for a simple update step due to the way the posterior belief p(xk |zk ) can be represented
by this parameterization. The annotated derivation and full algorithm are found in Appendix A.
The update step as seen in equations A.19 and A.20 is

ŷk|k = ŷk|k−1 + Hk> R−1
k zk

(3.3)

Yk|k = Yk|k−1 + Hk> R−1
k Hk .

(3.4)

However, in our case we expect measurements from various unique sources. At each time
step k, detection processing results produce measurements of the targets for each source. For a
given target, the probability of the ith detector successfully providing a measurement is represented
(i)

by the random process Pk (ω), where ω ∈ Ω = {0, 1} and ω = 1 represents a single measurement
(i)

of the true signal with the output zk ∈ Rm represented by

(i)

zk =

where h(i) : Rn 7→ Rm

(i)



h(i) (xk ) + v(i)
k

if ω = 1


0/

if ω = 0,

(3.5)

(i)

is the measurement function for source i, vk ∈ Rm is a wide-sense sta(i)

tionary (WSS), zero-mean Gaussian random process with covariance matrix Rk , and 0/ signifies
(i)

that no measurement was generated from the considered source. The distribution of Pk (ω) represents the possibility of detection failure for the ith source and is dependent upon the nature of the
detection algorithm and the operating environment at time k.
For a given track, we create a single virtual measurement by augmenting the measurement
vectors, measurement models, and process noise covariances associated with it for time step k. The
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result is
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(3.6)

∂ h(i)
∂ x (x̂, u).

The aug-

(ns )

. . . Rk

where ns is the number of sources that produced a measurement and Hk =



mented linearized measurement model is Hk : Rn 7→ Rm where m is the cumulative dimension of all
(i)

measurements associated with the considered track. It is obvious but worth mentioning that Hk ,
(i)

(i)

vk , and Rk follow the pattern seen in (3.5), meaning that matching dimensions are preserved in
(3.6). The block diagonal nature of Rk requires that the measurement’s noise statistics be uncorrelated. The implications of this assumption are discussed later. This augmented measurement
format maintains that the general form
zk = Hk xk + vk

(3.7)

is true.
By taking advantage of the block diagonal form of Rk and the matching dimensions of the
submatrices in Hk , Rk , and yk , we can rewrite (3.3) and (3.4) as
ns

(i) > (i) −1 (i)
Rk zk

(3.8)

(i) > (i) −1 (i)
Rk Hk .

(3.9)

ŷk|k = ŷk|k−1 + ∑ Hk
i=1
(ns )

Yk|k = Yk|k−1 + ∑ Hk
i=1

Due to the simple nature of the information filter update, it is clear why this approach is desirable
for fusing many measurements. This same measurement augmentation can be used in the standard
Kalman filter. The state and covariance update steps are expressed as


x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 + Kk zk − Hk x̂k|k−1

(3.10)

Pk|k = [I − Kk Hk ] Pk|k−1 ,

(3.11)
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where the standard optimal Kalman gain is represented by
h
i−1
Kk = Pk|k−1 Hk> Rk + Hk Pk|k−1 Hk>
.

(3.12)

The authors in [36] refer to this Kalman filter-based approach as one type of measurement fusion.
We can therefore conclude that information fusion and measurement fusion (in this context) are
simply two forms of the same thing. However, it is clear that the Kalman filter version does not
have a trivial summation format. Appendix B shows a non-trivial simplified version of (3.10) and
(3.11) in a summation form.
This approach is naive in the presence of clutter and imperfect target detection. Featurebased detection algorithms often produce more than one measurement of the true signal. Clutter
measurements are also expected in the case of noisy homography estimates. Therefore in realistic
operating environments, the RANSAC inlier-based association is likely to gate multiple measurements from a single source to a given target. Because this form of fusion assumes uncorrelated
measurements, the summations in equations 3.8 and 3.9 will produce overconfident estimates due
to not modeling or accounting for the related uncertainty between measurements. Further, sources
that produce more clutter will be favored during the update. Ignoring these key points leads to
suboptimal estimation.

3.1.2

Optimal Centralized Fuser
This section discusses the centralized fusion technique presented by Bar Shalom in [13].

In this thesis, this type of fusion is also occasionally referred to as measurement reconstruction for
reasons explained below. This approach builds on the information fusion in the previous section.
The primary difference is that each measurement source has a local filter and performs its own
state update and the central fuser evaluates the information change experienced by each one. Here
we show that the optimal global estimate is produced based on the various state estimates, without
requiring the entire set of associated measurements.
In this section we adopt the same set of assumptions as in the previous section. Tracks
have been initialized for the targets, new measurements experience perfect data association, and
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Figure 3.1: For a given track, a unique state update is produced by each source that produces a
measurement. The central fuser produces the track’s global estimate.

measurement sources produce a single measurement for each observable target. These assumptions
are relaxed later.
We consider each source to have a dedicated filter as seen in Figure 3.1. We represent the
ith filter with generic update (3.3) and (3.4) with the following notation:
(i)

(i)

(i)

(i)

(i) > (i) −1 (i)
Rk zk
(i) > (i) −1 (i)

ŷk|k = ŷk|k−1 + Hk
Yk|k = Yk|k−1 + Hk

Rk

Hk .

(3.13)
(3.14)

This collection of filters is initialized for each track. Note that each filter requires a prior belief.
This point is discussed in more detail below. By rearranging (3.13) and (3.14) we get
(i) > (i) −1 (i)
Rk zk
(i) > (i) −1 (i)

Hk
Hk

Rk

(i)

(i)

(3.15)

(i)

(i)

(3.16)

= ŷk|k − ŷk|k−1

Hk = Yk|k −Yk|k−1 .
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Just as before, the global optimum is represented by (3.8) and (3.9) as seen in the information
matrix fusion. However, we can substitute (3.15) and (3.16) as shown below.
(ns ) 



i=1
(ns ) 



ŷk|k = ŷk|k−1 + ∑

(i)
(i)
ŷk|k − ŷk|k−1

Yk|k = Yk|k−1 + ∑

(i)
(i)
Yk|k −Yk|k−1

(3.17)
.

(3.18)

i=1

The central fuser does not require the individual measurements, but rather reconstructs the
effective measurement based on the change in information during the local updates. Based on our
stated assumptions, this is identical to the measurement fusion presented in the previous section
when the prior distribution of each filter is the same as the global prior:
(i)

∀i

(3.19)

(i)

∀i.

(3.20)

ŷk−1|k−1 = ŷk−1|k−1
Yk−1|k−1 = Yk−1|k−1

Forcing a shared global prior across filters is not required, but it is useful to us due to the goals
of the framework in this thesis. We desire the MTT framework to accommodate measurement
sources that can occasionally fail for extended periods of time, depending on conditions. Recall
that the set of filters shown in Figure 3.1 belongs to a single track. If these filters act independently,
a prolonged source failure would cause the local estimate uncertainty to continually grow. Using
the global prior for the local filters provides a coupling effect, ensuring the filters perform updates
based off the same belief. This avoids the need for a track-to-track correlation step to ensuring the
local filers have not diverged.

3.1.3

Probabilistic Data Association Filter
In this section we relax the assumptions of no clutter, perfect data association, and un-

correlated measurement noise between sources. When implemented in hardware, we expect false
detections (clutter) and missed detections. We also expect measurement statistics to be correlated
primarily due to the fact that all image processing originates from a single shared camera. However, the cross-correlation terms expected in the augmented Rk in equation (3.6) are unknown.
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When left unaccounted for, this measurement correlation will cause suboptimal, overconfident
state estimation [38]. This effect will scale with the number of measurements when using standard
measurement fusion for the update.
The PDA filter accounts for clutter and helps with the measurement correlation problem.
Additional details for the PDA filter can be found in [41] with the update step presented in Chapter 2 by equations 2.6 and 2.7. In the R-RANSAC framework, the PDA filter takes the τRR positionbased associated measurements and performs a second gating based on the Mahalanobis distance
(the distance weighted by the innovation covariance Sk ). The validated measurements are assigned
association probabilities β , which account for the probability of detection PD , gate probability PG ,
and clutter density λ . The association probabilities are used in a weighted sum to create the combined innovation ν. The update is performed using the standard Kalman gain and a covariance
update that accounts for uncertainty of the true measurement.
For vision data we often expect far more than one true measurement, especially with
feature-based detection methods. If each of these true measurements were statistically independent, individual updates could be performed for each one as seen in the standard information
matrix fusion. The resulting estimate would rightly become confident. However, the measurements in our case cannot be assumed statistically independent. Because the PDA filter assumes a
single true measurement, it does not alter the original measurement covariance R for calculating
the innovation covariance and the Kalman gain. This eliminates the measurement correlation issue
or the individual local filters.
The source-specific measurement reconstruction approach outlined in Section 3.1.2 only
requires the information before and after the update steps of each of the local filters. From the perspective of the central fuser, this abstracts the specifics of the local filter update steps including the
gating and update of the PDA filter. This allows us to create the structure illustrated in Figure 3.2.
This accounts for the measurement model C, measurement noise covariance R, detection probability PD , gate probability PG , and clutter density λ for each contributing measurement source. This
reduces the correlated measurement issue such that it scales with the number of sources rather than
the number of measurements, which can easily be accommodated via parameter tuning.
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Figure 3.2: For a given track, the set of measurements from each source is used to perform a unique
PDA update based on the detection characteristics. The central fuser produces the track’s global
estimate using information matrix fusion with measurement reconstruction.

3.2

Track Initialization
Track initialization is the process whereby hypothesis tracks are generated. In this section

we propose a modified method for initializing tracks that uses a collection of measurements from
ns unique sources. This process follows the method in the original single-source case [3], while
presenting three key algorithm changes related to track initialization. First, the subset of sampled
measurement points used to define a track depends on the order of the measurements. Second,
when defining each sampled trajectory, the generation of the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE)
of the initial state accounts for the characteristics of the measurement sources involved. Third, the
Kalman filtering that takes place upon selection of the best model accounts for the characteristics
of the measurement sources involved.
As explained in Chapter 2, for each scan all measurements are evaluated to check if they
are inliers to any existing tracks based on a Euclidean distance threshold τRR . For measurements
that are outliers to all existing tracks, a new track is created from the best sampled trajectory using
the recent history of measurements and RANSAC.
In the original algorithm, RANSAC samples the fewest number of additional measurements
necessary to define a trajectory, known as the minimum subset. However, due to differences in
measurement models and measurement dimensionality, the minimum subset is not a fixed size.
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Figure 3.3: The constant acceleration trajectory shown does not have a minimum subset of fixed
length. The trajectory in (a) is defined by 3 position measurements while (b) is defined by a single
position measurement and a measurement containing both position and velocity.

Rather, historical measurements must be sampled until the order of the sampled points is sufficient
based on the assumed motion model. Figure 3.3 illustrates this concept with a constant acceleration
target model. A trajectory can be defined by either 3 position measurements or a single position
measurement and a measurement containing both position and velocity.
For each RANSAC iteration, the set of sampled measurements is used to find the maximum
likelihood estimate (MLE) of the state at time k − N. This estimate defines the sampled trajectory.
Here we follow the derivation in [3] with notation adjustments and explanation that shed light
on some implementation-specific details related to accommodating multiple measurements. Let
x ∈ Rn be the n states of a given target whose dynamics are given by
xk = A xk−1 + wk ,

(3.21)

where A is the state transition matrix and w ∈ Rn is wide-sense stationary (WSS), zero-mean
( j)

Gaussian process noise with covariance Q. Let zk ∈ Rm

( j)

be a measurement of the target by the

jth sampled source, given by
z( j) = C( j) xk + v( j) ,
where v ∈ Rm

( j)

(3.22)

is wide-sense stationary (WSS), zero-mean Gaussian process noise with covari-

ance R( j) . Note that m( j) , C( j) , v( j) , and R( j) are characteristics of the jth sampled source. Until
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this point, i has represented the index over sources. Here, j represents the source associated with
the sampled measurement but for simplicity we say sampled source. This allows us to emphasize
in the matrices below that all elements of a given row have the same source in common.
At each RANSAC iteration we can use the sampled subset and equations 3.21 and 3.22 to
estimate the resulting trajectory. For simplicity of notation, we consider the case when the sampled
subset contains one measurement per time step for the duration of the measurement window length,
N. By defining kN , k − N + 1 as the oldest time index in the measurement window, we represent
the measurement sequence by
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In (3.23) the superscripts represent the jth sampled source, not the strict source ID as seen previously. Persistent superscripts across rows denote a common source (C( j) and v( j) correspond with
z( j) ) and no is the number sampled measurements required to define a trajectory according to the
assumed motion model. Additional details regarding no and observability are discussed below with
examples.
Using the state transition matrix we can represent the model for these sampled measurements based on the state at time kN as shown below.
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which allows us to rewrite (3.24) as follows:
Zk = OxkN + GWK +Vk .

(3.26)

From this point, the same process can be followed in [3] to get the MLE of the trajectory
state at time kN . This estimate defines the trajectory that was sampled for this iteration and is
represented by

−1
O> Zk
x̂kN = O> Ξ−1 O

−1
PkN = O> Ξ−1 O
,

(3.27)
(3.28)

where Zk is the stacked set of sampled measurements, O is the observability-like matrix based on
the timestamps corresponding with the measurements in Zk , and Ξ represents the combination of
the measurement noise and the propagation of the process noise. The multiple-sources architecture
presented in this thesis requires that O and Ξ be reconstructed at each new sampled trajectory, using
the appropriate model and noise covariance for the corresponding measurement entries in Zk .
The resulting trajectory (defined by x̂kN ) is used to find all inlier measurements based on
the RANSAC inlier threshold τR . The trajectory with the most inliers is chosen to define the new
track. Finally, a Kalman or PDA filter is initialized with x̂kN and PkN (from equations (3.27) and
(3.28)) and used with the collection of inlier measurements to find the optimal estimate at time k.
Each update of the filter utilizes the appropriate measurement characteristics at each iteration.
While Figure 3.3 provides an intuitive example, the number of sampled points required to
characterize a trajectory is motivated by the rank of the resulting observability matrix. The most
obvious reason for this is that O has to be invertible. Consider the case where the state and assumed
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dynamic model are represented by
 
~p
 
 
x = ~v  ,
 
~a



0 I 0




A = 0 0 I 


0 0 0

(3.29)

where ~p is target position, ~v is target velocity, ~a is target acceleration, and A reflects the case of
nearly constant acceleration (NCA) target motion. For the following examples, we define the first
source to produce only position measurements
y(1) = C(1) x
h
i
= I 0 0 x

(3.30)
(3.31)

and the second source to produce position and velocity measurements
y(2) = C(2) x


I 0 0
 x.
=
0 I 0

(3.32)
(3.33)

Following the pattern in (3.25), we see that three measurements from the first source (position
only) produce
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which is full rank. Two measurements from the second source (position and velocity) produce
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(3.35)

which is full rank. When implemented, we expect combinations of measurements from various
sources. Thus we conclude that at each RANSAC iteration, measurements from the recent history
must be sampled until the resulting O matrix is full rank.
The changes to track initialization can therefore be summarized in the following way. The
O and Ξ matrices need to be reconstructed at every RANSAC iteration subject to the measurement models and noise covariance of the sampled measurement points. The number of required
measurement points depends on the characteristics of the sampled points compared to that of the
assumed dynamic model. Lastly, the Kalman filter update steps consider the nature of the measurements each iteration until the optimal estimate is produced for the current time.
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CHAPTER 4.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

In this chapter we describe the topology of the detection framework. As previously mentioned, the measurement sources consist of KLT-based apparent motion detection, difference imaging, and ORB feature tracking. The KLT-based and difference-based sources are different methods
of detecting motion in the frame and they only require the image data. The ORB feature tracker
requires additional information about a target before being able to provide new measurements.
The feature correspondences provided by the KLT tracker are used to generate the homography which is used by R-RANSAC to transform the estimates and measurement history to be in
the current frame. These transformations allow the tracker to produce velocity estimates that are
apparent velocities.

4.1

Feature-Based Motion Detection
The overall approach is to extract features in frame k, then match them in frame k + 1.

These feature correspondences can be used to solve for the planar homography H between views.
A homography is a projective transformation that characterizes the perceived change of a projective planar space. An affine transformation can define rotation, translation, and scaling of a planar
space, but is insufficient for representing changes in the projected scene because it preserves parallelism.
The homography only applies to observed planar surfaces, but the planar assumption is an
acceptable one in many cases for ground target tracking. Feature correspondences that originate
from moving objects break the assumption of a projective planar space. To avoid this problem,
the homography can be estimated with a form of outlier rejection such as the RANSAC-based
approach found in [42]. We use a simple RANSAC approach provided by the OpenCV library.
The resulting outliers are considered to originate from a moving object. Pixel velocities of these
outlier features can be found by projecting the set of previous feature locations into the current
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frame. The subtraction yields a velocity in pixels per frame. Thus zfeature ∈ R4 because positions
and velocities each occupy two dimensions.
This feature-based motion detection scheme can be implemented with any feature extractor
and feature matcher. The KLT tracker uses GFTT to find image locations with strong gradients
(high gradient eigenvalues) which are optimal for solving the iterative sparse LK Optical Flow.

4.2

Difference Image
An effective detection algorithm for stationary cameras is background subtraction. This in-

volves generating a background image that can be subtracted from the current image [24]. A mask
is then easily created that represents objects that are different between the two scenes. Attempts at
performing background subtraction from a moving camera are documented in [43]. The problem
of generating a background image from a moving camera is a difficult one to solve and is still an
active area of research [25]. Because all the work in this thesis deals with moving cameras, we
instead focus on the simple difference image.
A simple difference between sequential frames will reveal motion in the field of view as
demonstrated in [26], [27]. The difference image is a simple motion detector and requires knowledge of the homography to warp the previous image into the current image frame to account for
ego-motion. Smoothing and thresholding operations produce a motion mask representative of target locations. Warping the entire image can be computationally expensive at high resolutions, but
these operations can be performed on lower resolution versions of the image as long as enough
visual information is preserved for detection of the targets to take place. The resulting centroid
measurements only provide position measurements that are less precise than the KLT tracker, but
the approach is robust to image imperfections caused by vibration or poor homography calculation.
The resulting measurements are represented by zdifference ∈ R2 .

4.3

Target Feature Tracking
The ORB feature tracker maintains a collection of feature keypoints and descriptors be-

longing to each tracked target (good tracks published by R-RANSAC). When a new track ID is
created by R-RANSAC, features are extracted in the region of interest (ROI) centered at the track
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estimate. Rather than rely on foreground segmentation, the motion of the target is used to discern
which newly-generated features belong to the target versus the background. As the track position
estimate changes, the ROI is updated, the features are matched, and only the best matches are
kept. At each step the track velocity estimate is integrated to monitor the total apparent distance
traveled. When the distance indicates that the target is no longer near the first ROI generated, it is
assumed that the successfully matched features can only belong to the target. This has the effect
of filtering background features. Once this process is complete, the published target state estimate
is ignored for the given track and future matches are used to provide a measurement. Algorithm 1
demonstrates how this is done. Because feature keypoints are matched across sequential frames,
velocity is easily provided and measurements can be represented by zORB ∈ R4 .
Algorithm 1 Background Feature Filter
1: for each j do
. Consider the set of known tracks
2:
if d j > τROI then
. Condition required to generate measurements
3:
ROIk|k = H(ROIk|k−1 )
. Compensate for camera motion
4:
Match features
5:
Generate z ∈ R4
6:
Use z to predict ROIk+1|k
7:
else
. Target has not moved far, observe the state estimate
8:
Use x̂k|k to create ROIk|k
9:
Match features, keeping the best
10:
Update d j based on x̂k|k

Algorithm 1 assumes a set of published good tracks for which ORB features have already
been extracted. The ROI is simply represented by a center point and a tunable width parameter. When a new track is published by R-RANSAC, a ROI is centered about its position estimate
and ORB features are extracted. In step 1 each known good track with already-extracted features
is considered. This is a collection of the labels of the good tracks that have been published by
R-RANSAC. For each one, the apparent distance traveled since label creation d is updated at each
iteration. In step 2, d is checked to see if the considered track has moved far enough from the location at which the good track was initialized. This check is important because it determines if the
observed target has moved a sufficient distance away from its starting location and that extracted
background features are no longer matched. In step 3 the predicted ROI from the last frame is
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transformed through the homography to compensate for ego-motion. In step 4 the feature descriptors are used to match and localize the target. Step 5 clusters the matches to produce a position and
apparent velocity which create a new measurement input for R-RANSAC. To account for high target velocities, the ROI is centered on the location of the new measurement then predicted in step 6
using the observed velocity. This predicted ROI will be used in step 3 on the next iteration. These
steps ensure that the ROI does not drift as long as the target features are successfully matched.
Step 7 represents the case where the result of the d indicates that the published track has not yet
moved beyond τROI from its initialization point. This means that the set of extracted ORB features
associated with the considered track may still contain background features. The following steps
therefore continue matching features without generating measurements. Step 8 creates the ROI
using the state estimate x̂k|k . Step 9 matches the set of extracted features, keeping only the best
matches. This has the effect of eliminating background features over time. Lastly, step 10 updates
the apparent distance traveled by integrating the velocity estimate provided by x̂k|k .
Using the τROI threshold introduces two main advantages. First, artifact tracks introduced
by false detections cannot perpetuate infinitely. Consider the case where false positive detections
occur due to a moving tree branch or caused by parallax of a non-planar element in the scene. If
the false track becomes elevated to become a good track, ORB features would be extracted and
immediately provide measurements at each new iteration. This would create a false track that
never becomes pruned due to the continued ORB-based measurements. By requiring a minimum
travel distance, false tracks described by this scenario are quickly pruned as expected. The second
advantage is that the target motion is used to isolate the features that belong exclusively to the
target, avoiding the need for foreground segmentation and masking.

4.4

Hardware Implementation
This section covers the details of the hardware implementation. We introduce the various

hardware components and the communication framework utilized to collect the flight results in
Chapter 5.
The multirotor platform was constructed using the X8 frame manufactured by 3DRobotics
(3DR). An image of the multirotor is shown in Figure 4.1. The configuration used in all flight tests
had eight propellers. The autopilot governing low-level estimation and control was the Pixhawk
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which had the PX4 firmware installed. Manual control of the aircraft was accomplished using the
FrSky Taranis Q X7 radio transmitter which communicated with an FrSky receiver connected to
the Pixhawk autopilot.

Figure 4.1: The eight-propeller 3DR X8 aerial platform carries the camera, autopilot, onboard
computer, and battery during flight.

The camera used on this aircraft was an ELP webcam model FHD01M-L21 which captured
1920 by 1080 resolution video at 30 fps. The camera was body-fixed at a downard 45 degrees as
seen in Figure 4.2 and communicated with the onboard computer via USB connection.
The onboard computer that performed the bulk of the computational load (visual processing
and target state estimation) was the Gigabyte BRIX Ultra Compact PC shown in Figure 4.3. The
BRIX was equipped with a Intel Core i7-4500U CPU which has four processing cores. The unit
has 16 GB of RAM, an integrated WiFi adapter, and various USB ports for communication. The
operating system installed was the Ubuntu 16.04 Linux distribution which was chosen for the
purpose of seamless support for ROS Kinetic.
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Figure 4.2: The ELP webcam is mounted to the 3DR X8 frame at a fixed 45 degrees.

For flight tests, the wireless network was hosted using the D-Link AC3200 Ultra Tri-Band
Wi-Fi Router for increased bandwidth and flight range. The standard communication configuration
is represented by the block diagram in Figure 4.4. This figure shows the configuration for manual flight where the transmitter commands are sent directly to the autopilot. The arrow from the
Pixhawk autopilot to the BRIX is representative of the autopilot data being published to the ROS
network via the MAVROS node that runs on the PC. This allows estimation data to be made available over the network and to be recorded when creating rosbags during tests. The BRIX is set to
be the ROS Master which provides naming and registration services to the rest of the nodes in the
system. The BRIX also runs the camera driver node, the visual front end node (for image processing), and the R-RANSAC node (for MTT operations). The original video feed and the tracking
results of R-RANSAC overlaid on the video are also made available to the ROS network. This
allows a ground operator to view the current tracking performance at the base station in real time
using ROS tools such as rqt image view. Appendix C provides additional figures documenting the
ROS implementation.
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Figure 4.3: The Gigabyte BRIX Ultra Compact PC receives video and Pixhawk data via USB ports
and communicates to the base station using the integrated WiFi adapter.

Figure 4.4: Onboard components such as the camera and autopilot interface directly via USB.
ROS communication takes place over WiFi and manual remote control takes place using the FrSky
protocol.

Figure 4.5 shows an adjusted communication framework where the autopilot high-level
commands are generated by a ROS node dedicated to visual servoing which utilizes the MAVROS
node to communicate with the Pixhawk over the USB connection. In this autonomous mode,
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the arrow between the autopilot and the PC is bidirectional because the Pixhawk uses published
information.

Figure 4.5: When flying in autonomous mode, the Pixhawk takes commands from the MAVROS
node rather than the FrSky receiver. The automated commands are governed by visual servoing
operations intended to keep specified targets in the field of view.

To initiate basic manual flight, one must simply arm the autopilot. To initialize the ROS
network, the BRIX needs to be booted and connected to the WiFi network. From the base station
computer, a ground operator starts a remote secure shell (SSH) session on the onboard computer
and custom ROS launchfiles are executed in order to launch all the required nodes for tracking,
video, and Pixhawk communication. At this point, the base station computer is capable of observing any part of the tracking behavior and has access to the dynamically reconfigurable parameters
that can be tuned as seen in Figure C.7 in Appendix C.
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CHAPTER 5.

FLIGHT RESULTS

This chapter presents and discusses the results of the improved tracking framework in the
context of flight demonstrations. The motivation of these tests was to show that sufficiently reliable
track continuity could be produced to perform target following operations in realistic operating
conditions. In the following paragraphs, various scenarios are presented which demonstrate and
elaborate upon the contributions of this thesis.
The first tracking scenario that we consider involves a video dataset that was collected soon
after the construction of our multirotor platform seen in Figure 4.1. At this point, the only target
detection method that was active in our ROS implementation was the KLT-based motion detection
measurement source, which is depicted in Figure 5.1. In the following paragraphs we show that the
default configuration was insufficient for reliable tracking and we demonstrate improved tracking
by adding a detection source by leveraging the proposed fusion framework.

Figure 5.1: The original detection framework is shown using a single measurement source. The
homography is used to detect outlier feature correspondences in the image which represent motion
in the frame.
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Figure 5.2: When tracking with the KLT source only, persistent target detections required KLT
motion thresholds which produced many false tracks. The upper-left frame shows tracking view
when the R-RANSAC track is initialized. The upper-right frame shows the track 3.9 seconds later
as well as the locations of all current and past false tracks. The white circles represent all the false
tracks that were observed since tracking started. The lower-left frame shows the track becoming
lost 4.9 seconds after initialization. The lower-right frame shows the reinitialized track as well as
the track fragmentation. The dotted line represents the target position when the track was lost.

The aerial platform used a rolling shutter webcam that was fixed at a downward 45 degrees
angle without gimbal stabilization. The reason for using a rolling shutter camera was motivated by
the ability to quickly get a functioning prototype of the tracking platform for testing. Screenshots
of the tracking environment with annotated tracks can be seen in Figure 5.2. The rolling shutter
mixed with the rotor vibration induced a distortion effect that is not visible in the single frame, but
is easily observed in the recorded video.
The footage contains a single ground target and was captured with 1920 by 1080 resolution
at 15 fps. The onboard companion computer was a Gigabyte BRIX Mini-PC with an Intel Core i7
processor. The tracker uses ROS to display a window to the ground station showing the field of
view, the tracks, and other relevant information seen in Figure 5.2. The utilization is the percentage
of the time between frames that is required for image processing and R-RANSAC, meaning that
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any number above 100% signifies lack of ability to operate real-time. To operate real-time using a
CPU onboard, the image processing was required to run on a lower resolution image. The image
resize operation caused problems with the sparse optical flow used by the KLT feature tracker. The
optical flow result for each of the GFTT point locations was less precise, which below we describe
as noisy feature correspondences. Because the homography is solved using least squares and
outlier rejection, the calculated homographies were representative of the overall camera motion,
but the noise experienced by the individual pairs of feature correspondences was sufficiently high
to obscure which features actually represented apparent motion in the frame.
For the following discussion, a track fragmentation refers to the event during which a track
associated with the true target is lost, then reinitialized with a new label ID. The term artifact track
simply refers to a published good track that is a false positive meaning that it does not correspond
to a real target. For the described case, persistent target detections required a large homography
outlier threshold which produced large amounts of clutter on the left side of the frame where the
planar assumption breaks down. Because the clutter originates from persistent features, many
clutter measurements were correlated in time which caused many artifact tracks to occur. The
white dots in each frame of Figure 5.2 represent the current and historical false tracks observed.
Due to the noise between tracked features, there was no simple way to tune parameters to provide
the desired tracking performance. Reducing the homography outlier threshold has the side effect
of causing true detections to become less frequent, increasing track fragmentation dramatically. In
the tracking results represented by Figure 5.2, 37 artifact tracks were experienced and one track
fragmentation occurred during a 10 second tracking period.
This demonstrates a situation for which the KLT-based motion detection is not sufficient.
A similar situation occurs in the case of distant targets whose small appearance in the frame struggles to consistently produce GFTT features, resulting in no target measurements. These failures
represent a microcosm of the greater issue related to track continuity in visual tracking: that target
detection algorithms tend to be specialized or tuned for a specific environment. In the following
sections we show that we can leverage the fusion architecture that was introduced in Chapter 3 to
improve tracking results without simply over-fitting the tracking algorithm tuning parameters or
specializing the tracker for a given video.
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As mentioned above, the computed homography from the results of the KLT feature tracker
is representative of the camera motion despite the individual feature points being noisy. The homography is therefore used to produce a difference image and subsequent motion mask as described in Chapter 4. Recall that the tracking now takes place in undistorted space and therefore
for consistency, the frames are undistorted, warped, then the channels are subtracted. The resulting
detection framework is represented by Figure 5.3

Figure 5.3: The augmented detection framework is shown using two measurement sources. The
homography is used to detect outlier feature correspondence results from the sparse optical flow
and to warp the previous image into the current frame before the subtraction and other difference
image operations.

A sample of the results can be seen in Figure 5.4. The pixel velocity threshold determining
if a given feature pair is a detection was tuned such that false detections were not frequent enough to
be correlated in time, avoiding artifact tracks. True detections from the KLT source were therefore
less frequent. However, the occasional KLT measurements containing velocity information were
helpful in correcting the target states, especially because we are assuming a nearly constant jerk
(NCJ) dynamic model which is inaccurate. The dominant detection source in this case was the
difference image detector due to its robust results in the presence of image imperfections. In
the tracking results represented by Figure 5.4, tracking took place for 23 seconds with a single
fragmentation and one artifact track occurred. The upper-left frame shows the initialization and
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Figure 5.4: When tracking with both the KLT and difference image sources, reliable tracking lasted
longer and only one artifact track was observed. The upper-left frame shows the initialization of
the R-RANSAC track. The upper-right frame shows the track fragmentation event 8.4 seconds
after the track was initialized. The lower-left frame shows reinitialization at 10.7 seconds after
tracking began. The lower-right frame shows the state of the track near the end of the video. The
dotted line represents the target position when the track was lost.

a single false track represented by a white circle which occurred a few frames prior. The upperright frame shows the track being lost and contains the annotated track which had existed until this
point. The track may have been lost due to the sudden change in target direction. The lower-left
frame shows the reinitialization of the track as well as a dotted line represented the target motion
that was not tracked. The lower-right frame shows the tracking history and demonstrates tracking
for a longer duration than previously seen.
The results expressed thus far deal with a single target only, but it provides helpful background to the results discussed below and shows improved track continuity results in realistic
operating environments on entry-level hardware. The dataset used in this example is not an exhaustive example of every tracking scenario, but these results are significant because autonomous
target following operations rely on persistent track labels. Further, the improved tracking performance regarding track continuity and track fragmentation was achieved by introducing a modified
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Figure 5.5: Realistic flight video was captured with a rolling shutter camera during aggressive
maneuvering. This frame shows the typical tracking conditions with in-frame truth annotations.

tracking framework rather than tuning algorithmic thresholds to cater to a single given tracking
environment.
Another way to demonstrate the contribution of this multi-source tracking framework is to
simulate detection failures by disabling them during real-time tracking. In the following example, we refer to flight data whose video contains two ground targets that move in an environment
as shown in Figure 5.5. The aerial platform is the same as described above and shown in Figure 4.1. The only difference in this case is that the visual detection front end was executed using
the NVIDIA GTX 1050 Ti GPU. The parallelized processing power provided by the GPU allowed
the detection algorithms to operate on a higher resolution image, eliminating the problems with
sparse optical flow described in the previous example. The tracking results were therefore generated using the detection front end illustrated in Figure 5.3, running in realtime as before.
We illustrate the contribution of the algorithm by focusing on one of the targets. Figure 5.6 shows all the R-RANSAC track ID numbers whose position estimates came within the
truth bounding box for target 1. At about frame 1100, it can be seen that track 51 temporarily existed as an estimation of the true target, but was dropped until track 58 was initialized some frames
later. This represents a track fragmentation that occurred due to the combination of aggressive yaw
and low frame-rate video. Such occurrences can be mitigated using gimbal stabilization which is
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Figure 5.6: All track ID numbers associated with target 1 ground truth for all frames are displayed. KLT-based motion detection is disabled at a) and persists for the duration represented by
the dark gray rectangle. The difference image source is disabled at b) and persists for the duration
represented by the light gray rectangle.

discussed as a future work in Section 8.2. Tracks 62, 73, 74, 75, 82, and 85 were all initialized
based on nearby clutter and were subsequently merged into 58, as expected. These superfluous
merged tracks occasionally last longer than a few frames. This is because the velocity estimates
are still converging and are not yet close enough to the velocity estimate of 58 to satisfy merge
requirements. Additional tuning may help address this issue in the future. The occurrence of these
artifact tracks is expected under these conditions and would not affect flight behavior during target
following operations.
It is seen that R-RANSAC track 58 consistently had a position estimate near truth. To
clearly emphasize the value of this MTT framework, we manually disable the KLT-based measurement source as depicted by event a) in Figure 5.6. At b), we enable KLT and disable difference
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Figure 5.7: The results of the target tracking are used with a simple following manager which
produces the desired yaw and pitch rates proportional to lateral and longitudinal errors. The desired
track label is supplied from the ground station.

imaging. These events are simulated failures that would prevent reliable measurements from being
generated. Clearly, disabling both sources simultaneously would cause all tracks to be lost. This
plot therefore demonstrates track continuity when faced with tracking conditions for which a given
source cannot produce measurements.
We now consider the flight test results for the case of single target following. This entails
basic maneuvering of the aircraft in order to keep a chosen target in the center of the frame. Figure 5.7 provides a diagram depicting the role of the following manager. Given a desired track label
from the ground operator, commanded yaw and pitch rates are published to the autopilot. Additional information, including details related to how the longitudinal error is managed can be found
in [44]. This has the effect of closing the loop between target tracking and aircraft maneuvering to
maintain target detectability by keeping it in the field of view. The results of two target following
flights are presented below. All vision processing and tracking operated real-time during these
flights.
The results of the first flight are represented by the images in Figure 5.8 where the moving
ground target is a person walking. The upper-left image shows the initialization of the track with
the target far from the center of the image (or optical axis). The upper-right image shows that
the target has moved and the autonomous visual servoing operations have successfully placed the
target in the center of the image. The lower images show continuous tracking and following while
maintaining the original target label of 45. The number displayed to the right of the target ID
is the inlier ratio which represents the track support over the recent window of measurements.
It is helpful to note that the tracked target crosses the dark path twice during the flight, which
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Initialization

Figure 5.8: The vision processing and tracking operate real-time, providing tracks sufficiently
reliable to perform autonomous target following operations based on a given target label. The
upper-left frame shows the track initialization with the target near the corner of the image. The
upper-right frame shows the early stages of tracking as well as the the target in the center of the
frame. The lower frames demonstrate continued tracking and a continuous track ID. Continuous
tracking and following occurred for 90 seconds.

demonstrates robustness to changes in background color. The lighting change between the upperleft and the lower-right images was caused by the shadows cast by the mountains during the early
morning hours. This demonstrates the ability to track during color shifts caused by auto white point
balance functionality found on many cameras. This first example produced continuous tracking
and following for 90 seconds.
Figure 5.9 shows the tracking view of the second target following example in which the
ground target was a bicyclist. No changes or retuning took place between flights. In this case,
the tracking and following lasted for 22 seconds. The flight was repeated with similar conditions
and lasted for 24 seconds. The annotated black track represents the track since initialization and
the blue track represents the observed track in future frames during which successful target following occurs. It is suspected that the assumed NCJ motion model or the inaccurate process noise
produced suboptimal estimation that resulted in poor data association and ultimately track frag47

Figure 5.9: The tracking environment for the second flight test for ground target following. In this
case, a bicyclist acts as the ground target. The subimage in the lower-right corner is an aerial view
of the scene, showing the autonomous UAV near the center and the bicyclist on the ground below.
The black track shows the track history since initialization and the blue line represents the track
observed in future frames for which the target is autonomously followed.

mentation. Improvements to this tracking scenario may include investigation into the validity of
the assumed motion model and general improvements to the hardware implementation, both of
which are discussed in Section 8.2.
The last set of results we discuss in this section is related to the implementation of the
ORB-based target detection method. Once ORB features have been extracted for a given target,
the approach does not rely on target motion generate a new measurement for R-RANSAC. For
completeness, we observe the detection framework once more with all sources activated as seen in
Figure 5.10.
Though not tested using flight data, we can demonstrate the ability to leverage ORB features to track stopped objects using prerecorded video. Figure 5.11 shows a specific frame during
which all targets have stopped except for the one with track label 51. This is an excellent example
because it demonstrates the ability and limitation of the ORB detection source. The two people on
left edge of the frame had never moved since the beginning of the video and therefore were never
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Figure 5.10: The MTT framework with all measurement sources contributing target detections.

detected. The targets associated with labels 30 and 37 have completely stopped, but continue to be
tracked. This is because the motion-based detection sources tracked the targets for sufficient time
to allow the collections of ORB features to eliminate descriptors related to background features,
at which point feature matching provided new measurements. In the center of the frame at the top
of the round planter, a child is seen which had moments earlier left the side of target 30. During
the initial motion away from target 30, a new track was initialized. However, due to the lack of
apparent distance traveled, the ORB feature manager for the newly initialized track was not yet
ready to provide new measurements. Therefore, no new measurements were created and the track
was lost. In the moments following this frame, tracks 30 and 37 began to move again and tracking
proceeded as expected.
In this section, we have introduced tracking scenarios for which each of the three sources
fail to provide persistent measurements. We showed that the KLT-based motion detection becomes
unreliable in the presence of image imperfections (we also alluded to the fact that distant targets become unlikely to produce GFTT features and therefore become difficult to detect with this
approach). We have shown that augmenting the detection framework with the difference image
source provides a solution to this. The effect of using both sources was validated by real-time
tracking using prerecorded video and real-time target following operations. Rather than replacing
the front end with only the difference image source, the KLT source is helpful due to the velocity
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Figure 5.11: Targets that have stopped moving are not detectable using motion-based measurement
sources. This frame shows successful tracking of stopped targets using the ORB feature source.

information contained in its measurements which helps with state estimation and data association
(and is also helpful in the case of crossing tracks). Lastly, the ORB-based detection source is incapable of detecting targets without some initial feature extraction input such as a bounding box or
foreground segmentation. However, the ORB source can be used with the motion-based sources to
track stopped targets.
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CHAPTER 6.

TRACK LABELING

This chapter presents automated track labeling via integration of Google Cloud Vision with
our MTT framework. In this chapter, the term label refers to descriptive labeling rather than the ID
label which is generally used in the rest of the thesis. The motivation for this work is the ability to
provide additional information about targets to ground operators. Additionally, the vision for this
work includes the ability to use the semantic labeling to eliminate false positive tracks which may
be caused by parallax in the scene.

Figure 6.1: The ROS network is represented with an additional node that manages communication
with the Google Cloud Platform whose logo is shown near the top.

The Cloud Vision application programming interface (API) accepts a cropped image of a
track’s region of interest (ROI) and returns a set of labels with corresponding confidence probabilities. This functionality is integrated in the form of a ROS node that subscribes to the published
good tracks and maintains a collection of labels for each track. Some specific contributions made
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by this research include real-time performance while accounting for server delay, an adaptable
request rate based on a maximum desired cost, and a system of filtering based on label scores to
produce the best labels and reject outliers.
Figure 6.1 provides an overview of the implementation of this feature with the R-RANSAC
MTT framework discussed in other sections of this thesis. Google’s neural network-based classification algorithm is specialized for images with resolutions higher than that which is seen by the
small bounding boxes traditionally used in MTT applications. This introduced the possibility of
receiving no labels from the Cloud Vision service. To help address this issue, each label request
included multiple crops of varying sizes. This had the effect of including varying amounts of background and generally produced a larger distribution of results as seen in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. The
resulting scores for the labels were low-pass filtered to produce the most consistent results. Figure 6.2 shows a screenshot of the graphical user interface (GUI) with the real-time Cloud Vision
results appearing as suggestions to a potential operator.

Figure 6.2: The screenshot of the user interface shows the selected target and the highest scoring
label suggestions over time.
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Figure 6.3: Label results are returned from the Google Cloud Vision server with associated confidence scores. Cropped sub-images of example target 1 are shown with their corresponding results.

Figure 6.3 shows two different crop sizes for the same target. Although the results appear
to fit the context of a person, they do not clearly classify this target as a pedestrian. Figure 6.4
shows similar results, but with more consistent findings with repeats in labels such as Mode of
Transport and Line. Over the course of tracking, Mode of Transport would become the dominant
label.

Figure 6.4: Cropped sub-images of example target 2 are shown with their corresponding classification label results.
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The limitation of this application lies in the quality of the images used in the label requests.
When tracking pedestrian ground targets from a distance, the small human silhouettes against
white concrete often returned results such as Skating. While it is possible to hard-code a mapping
from these incorrect label results to a correct label such as Pedestrian, a proper fix would include
providing higher quality images. This may be accomplished by using a gimbal-stabilized camera
with a quality optical zoom or a high enough resolution video.
The following is some sample code that demonstrates key high-level processing events
after new track information is received and synced with the corresponding video frame. These
events include cropping the local images, creating parallel worker threads with server callbacks,
managing terminated workers, and adjusting the classification request rate based on the number of
targets and the desired cost.
# c o n v e r t image t o o p e n c v image
a d p t =CvBridge ( )
img cv = adpt . imgmsg to cv2 ( img ros , d e s i r e d e n c o d i n g = ‘ passthrough ’ )

# e x t r a c t l o c a t i o n s and o b j e c t IDs from p u b l i s h e d t r a c k s
l l o c a t i o n s =[]
l i d =[]
for cur track in tracks :
l l o c a t i o n s . a p p e n d ( ( c u r t r a c k . meanx , c u r t r a c k . meany ) )
l i d . append ( c u r t r a c k . i d )

# extract

l i s t o f s m a l l e r images , c r o p p e d from main image

l i m g = e x t r a c t ( img cv , l l o c a t i o n s , f i l e d i r , n d i v )

n obj = le n ( t r a c k s ) # t r a c k e d o b j e c t s in c u r r e n t frame
n img = l e n ( l i m g )

# number o f c r o p p e d i m a g e s

# c r e a t e p a r a l l e l worker p r o c e s s e s to submit r e q u e s t s
a w o r k . a p p e n d ( w o r k e r s ( n b a t c h e s ) ) # i n s t a n t i a t e new s e t o f w o r k e r s
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t11=time . time ( )
for i b a t in range (0 , n batches ) :
id obj=l id [ i bat ]
l i s t s t a r t = i bat ∗ per batch
l i s t e n d =min ( l i s t s t a r t + p e r b a t c h , n img )
c u r l i s t =l img [ l i s t s t a r t : l i s t e n d ]

# a p p l y a s y n c r e t u r n s a c l a s s which i s u s e d t o g e t s t a t u s
ccc=a work [ i n o d e ] . j o b s [ i b a t ] . a p p l y a s y n c ( p a r a l l e l ,
[ c u r l i s t , n t a g s , t 1 1 , i b a t +1 , i d o b j ] ,
callback= f i l t e r s . parse )
a work [ i n o d e ] . s t a t u s [ i b a t ]= ccc

# i n s p e c t w o r k e r p r o c e s s e s and c l o s e f i n i s h e d o n e s
past check=cur check
c u r c h e c k = p r o c e s s e n d ( a work , c u r c h e c k )
a w o r k [ p a s t c h e c k : c u r c h e c k ] = [ None ] ∗ ( c u r c h e c k −p a s t c h e c k )

# a d j u s t r a t e b a s e d on c o s t ( move o u t s i d e l o o p )
dol per min =0.5

# s e t by Ground O p e r a t o r

d o l p e r i m g = 0 . 0 0 5 # s e t by Google C l o u d V i s i o n
i m g p e r o b j = n d i v # s e t above
i f n o b j >0:
o b j p e r f r m = n o b j # from ROS
else :
o b j p e r f r m =0.1
frm per min=dol per min / dol per img / img per obj / obj per frm
frm per sec =frm per min /60
r a t e = rospy . Rate ( f r m p e r s e c )
i n o d e = i n o d e +1
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Conclusions
The contribution introduced in this chapter is a functional ROS node that interfaces with
R-RANSAC and the Google Cloud Vision servers to provide real-time automated track labels.
The reliability of this cloud-based approach to target classification depends on the specifics of the
application. The ROS implementation that is demonstrated in the sample code is a good framework
for accommodating the communication latency, score filtering, and cost management. However,
the results of the sample videos did not return accurate labels due to the low resolution classification
requests. This suggests the need for higher quality visual information to get better classification
performance. The incorrect results were often related to the image in a contextual sense. One idea
related to future work is to generate a list of common labels associated with the tracked targets and
use them to determine if a given track represents a true target of interest. This added logic could
be used to eliminate false tracks which are likely to return labels such as Foliage or Tree.
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CHAPTER 7.

TRACK RECOGNITION

This chapter describes the framework for track recognition which allows the tracker to use
visual information about new and old targets to maintain the correct track identification numbers
after a track is lost. Tracks can become lost due to prolonged occlusion, faulty detection, or suboptimal estimation. When a track is reinitialized for a given lost target, R-RANSAC can query the
visual front end and attempt a match to the previously collected visual information the describes
historical tracks. In the case of a successful match, this results in the assignment of the original
target number. The functionality of this framework is demonstrated via simulation using simple
template matching scheme in a single target tracking scenario.

Figure 7.1: The target recognition framework uses the “good track elevation event” to query the
visual front end. The target recognition evaluates visual information that characterizes the new
track and returns the original target ID in the case of a match with an old track.

Figure 7.1 contains a block diagram representing the various operations and flow of information used to perform the target recognition. The Target Detection block is the standard motionbased target detection introduced in previous chapters. The Target Tracking block represents the
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track initialization and management of the bank of Kalman filters. The Good Track Elevation
block represents the operations that occur when any track achieves enough support to become a
good track. When this happens, the front end is queried with the pixel location of the considered
track. The Target Recognition block monitors the locations of all published tracks and collects
visual descriptors for each track ID that is produced by R-RANSAC. When a new track becomes
good, the query is sent, the visual information of the new track is compared, and the old ID number
is returned if a match was made. The block diagram in Figure 7.1 represents the general case and
therefore the nature of the visual descriptors and the method of matching depend on the implementation specifics. The following example is template-based and was tested on simulated video
rendered in Gazebo to prove the concept.
This approach to target recognition does not consider the position, trajectory, or uncertainty
of the old tracks that have been lost. The advantage of this that it accommodates situations where
targets have become occluded for extended periods of time with movement that cannot be modeled
or observed. A more active approach would be to consider the position and trajectory of each lost
track and search for visual matches based on information within the area of propagated uncertainty.
This alternative approach would cater to temporary occlusions rather than situations where the
target becomes occluded for a long time. For this reason, the active target recognition approach is
not addressed in this thesis, but an in-depth comparison is considered to be a potential contribution
in future work.
Figure 7.2 contains a visual representation of the collected templates for a given target.
These templates were collected while the ground target was being tracked under standard conditions. New templates are only added when the current view of the target differs sufficiently from
the current collection based on a squared error threshold. The squared error between any two templates is calculated by subtracting the images, summing the error for all pixels and color channels,
then normalizing by resolution. This prevents the collection from rapidly expanding over time.
The individual templates displayed here were taken as the target traveled in a circle.
The following tracking scenario took place in the form of a ROS and Gazebo simulation. The ground target alternated between movement and being stationary. Because the detection
method was motion-based, a simulated target occlusion takes place when it stops moving. The
scene was projected into the image plane using a pinhole camera model, mounted at a fixed 45
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Figure 7.2: The collection of target templates for a given target increases in size as the view changes
or the target maneuvers.

degrees downward angle on a simulated multirotor UAV. When a valid track was in the field of
view, simple visual servo commands caused the UAV to maneuver to keep the target in the field of
view, therefore providing an environment with a moving camera platform. When a Good Target
Elevation event takes place, template matching operations are executed which find the best alignment and match between considered templates. A match to an old track is classified based on a
designated normalized squared error threshold.
Figure 7.3 shows the simulated tracking environment which was processed by the ROS
MTT implementation using only the KLT-based motion detection measurement source. In the
upper-left screenshot, normal tracking took place while the target moved and the target was assigned an ID of 1. The upper-right image was taken when the target stopped moving and the track
was lost, effectively simulating an occlusion. When motion resumed, the newly initialized track
successfully recognizes the target and the old ID of 1 is assigned as seen in the lower-left image.
The lower-right screenshot shows continued tracking.
The template-based matching works with a single-target and the implementation demonstrated here serves as a proof of concept. However, one downside to this approach is the fact
that template matching methods are not robust and the error metric is susceptible to changes in
background. Another issue is the dependence on thresholds which require adjustment for different
operating conditions. Lastly, the matching operations become expensive as the template collections increase in size, leading to questions regarding the feasibility of scaling to real-time MTT
scenarios.
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Figure 7.3: The simulated camera view in the Gazebo simulation shows successful tracking and
track recognition. The upper-left frame shows the tracking view with the annotated track. The
track was initialized with an ID of 1. The upper-right frame shows the lost track when the target
stops moving. The lower-left frame demonstrates track reinitialization using the recognized ID
of 1. The lower-right frame shows the continued tracking. The dotted line represents the track
fragmentation event which is treated as a simulated occlusion.

Conclusions
The contribution introduced in this chapter is the establishment of a framework that allows
R-RANSAC to leverage visual information about targets to distinguish new targets from targets
which have been previously tracked. When targets are successfully recognized, the result is continuous tracking ID numbers for targets that become temporarily occluded during the course of
tracking. A simulated tracking example demonstrates successful track recognition using templatebased target descriptors. While this particular recognition technique is not likely scalable to MTT
cases due to computational limitations, the framework can be expanded to implement a superior
target description method. The way to make this recognition framework scalable is to use vectorized target descriptors and a clustering algorithm. For example, the values of a trained deep
neural network (DNN) activation layer can be treated as a feature vector. Alternatively, a visual
bag-of-words description such as OpenFABMAP [45] could be used to describe a the ROI of a
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given target. The matching operations performed by a clustering algorithm would avoid the need
for an exhaustive comparison against all previously observed visual information.
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CHAPTER 8.

8.1

CONCLUSIONS

Summary
This work presents a novel R-RANSAC-based MTT framework that leverages multiple

measurement sources. We have expanded R-RANSAC by adding a fusion-inspired track initialization and track update scheme. The result is an algorithm capable of producing continuous tracks
when faced with source failures, thus expanding the range of operating environments. The tracking framework was verified with prerecorded video and a real-time flight demonstration. Various
scenarios were presented during which the standard detection framework was insufficient to sustain good tracks using R-RANSAC. The first example was one in which the vibration and the low
resolution image prevented reliable results for the sparse LK optical flow. It was demonstrated
that leveraging the difference image source in this flight environment produced continuous tracks.
While the difference image source provides more consistent target detection, the KLT-based motion
detection produces measurements with positions and velocities. Thus by leveraging both sources,
the velocity information paired with the Mahalanobis gating of the PDA yields improved data association during conditions of track crossing. The second example was one in which a GPU was
used for the detection processing, allowing for real-time processing at a higher resolution. Under
this configuration the video was processed on a desktop computer and both the KLT and difference
image sources produced consistent target measurements. Continuous tracking was demonstrated
in conditions of source failures which were simulated by manual disabling of contributing sources.
The last example is a video from a stationary camera which observes targets that stop moving.
This tracking scenario is used to demonstrate the ability to leverage ORB feature matching as an
additional measurement source which allows R-RANSAC to track stopped objects.
Another contribution of this work is to account for the fact that all measurements originate
from the same sensor. Because the target detections originate from the camera, there is an unmodeled statistical correlation between them that is ignored by naive fusion methods. The combination
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of the measurement reconstruction-based fusion and the implementation of unique local PDA filters for each source mitigates the effects of this unknown measurement correlation such that the
effects can be easily countered by tuning the measurement noise parameters.
The C++ implementation in ROS was designed to easily support CPU and GPU processing,
providing a flexible testing environment for future researchers that is complete with dynamically
reconfigurable parameters for easy tuning.
Another contribution is automated track labeling via integration of Google Cloud Vision
with our MTT framework. The Cloud Vision API accepts a cropped image of a track’s region of
interest (ROI) and returns a set of labels with corresponding confidence scores. The Cloud Vision
ROS node operates real-time, accounts for communication latency, has an adaptable request rate
based on a maximum cost, and a system of score filtering in order to reject obscure results and
assign the most trusted label. The quality of the label results is highly dependent on the resolution
of the submitted image, and is therefore only recommended for tracking scenarios where high
resolution video is used.
Lastly, a framework is provided for recognition of tracks which had previously been lost.
This allows the tracker to use visual information about new targets to maintain the correct track
identification numbers. When a track is reinitialized for a given lost target, R-RANSAC queries the
visual front end and attempts finding a match to visual information collected from old tracks. This
results in the assignment of the original correct target number. The functionality of this framework
is demonstrated via simulation using simple template matching with a single target.

8.2

Future Work
There remain several possible research initiatives that can leverage or improve the architec-

ture proposed in this thesis. The track continuity results presented in this work were achieved using
a fixed camera in conditions of aggressive motion, low framerate, and low resolution. It therefore
stands to reason that increased tracking reliability could be achieved with gimbal-stabilized video
and an onboard GPU (which would allow for real-time processing at higher resolutions and framerates).
This section covers other possible avenues of future work. The following includes specifics
regarding additional measurement sources and alternative approaches to the measurement corre63

lation problem. We also cover future work related to the automated Cloud-based target labeling
scheme and the target recognition framework.
Measurement Sources
Because the fusion structure is scalable, other forms of target detection could be added. The
most obvious would be with the addition of an IR camera or RADAR, so long as the measurements
can be transformed into the same frame of reference (or account for the transformation in the
measurement models).
Another way to use the fusion framework would be to augment the target state with more
information such as target size. The size could be represented by a bounding box or even a simple
radius value in pixels. In this example of size, it clearly would not be observable by all detection
sources. It may only be observable by the difference image (by measuring the area of the difference
mask) or by a DNN that provides a bounding box such as the You Only Look Once (YOLO) object
detection network [46]. Once the size of a good track converges, the known size of the object could
be used as an adaptive threshold for the inlier region τRR , each individual track having its own τRR
value. This would add additional robustness to tracking in conditions of changing altitude where
the visual appearance of targets is liable to change size over time.
Measurement Correlation
In the fusion architecture proposed and implemented, dedicated PDA filters perform local
updates before the central fusion which helps with the measurement correlation problem. However,
the combined innovation ν from each local filter can be thought of as representing the essential
measurement for each source. The unknown correlation between these essential measurements is
not accounted for, but there are other fusion techniques that attempt to address this issue.
Future work would be focused on implementation and comparison of alternative techniques
for fusing information with unknown measurement correlation as seen in [47]. While the individual PDA filters help to mitigate this problem, the problem would be addressed more completely
by implementing covariance intersection or safe fusion introduced in [38], [48], [49]. Covariance
intersection performs an optimization to find the best weights for a weighted sum of local contributing covariance matrices with the goal of producing an upper bound for state uncertainty. Due
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to the computational complexity of covariance intersection, safe fusion has been proposed which
uses the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the local covariances to heuristically find what
is close to the uncertainty upper bound and is computationally predictable. An in-depth analysis
of estimation accuracy and computational cost would be beneficial for determining the best way
forward.
Cloud Labeling
For the classification results to be reliable, a high-resolution gimbaled camera would be
used in conditions with relatively small target distances. In such a scenario, additional logic would
be added to inform tracking behavior based on the classification results. For example, false positive good tracks occasionally occur when using homography-based ego-motion compensation in
environments that are not planar. The Google Cloud Vision label results could be used to inform
R-RANSAC which tracks to drop. For valid tracks, the label information could determine a specific dynamic model reflecting the target type. Additionally, user input could be used to filter tracks
of specific objects that are of interest to the ground operator.
Track Recognition
The single target recognition results presented in Chapter 7 could be expanded to the case
of multiple targets by replacing the target description method with something more robust. For
example, an activation layer of a trained classification DNN could be treated as a feature vector
for a given subimage. Alternatively, a visual bag-of-words description such as that seen by OpenFABMAP [45] could be used. The matching operations that compare these feature vectors would
be performed by a clustering algorithm that groups descriptors of each observed target over time.
This would yield a form a classification where the classes are the set of historical track ID numbers.
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APPENDIX A.

THE INFORMATION FILTER

The information filter is mathematically equivalent to the Kalman filter, but the multivariate
Gaussian probability density function is represented using the canonical parameterization. The
derivation here is similar to the one found in [50], but with additional notes and converted notation.
This appendix provides background for Chapter 3.
First we consider the nature of the canonical parameterization. The distribution of a multivariate Gaussian probability density function representing the state belief centered at x̂ with error
covariance P is given by
o
n
1
p(x) = det (2πP)− 2 exp − 12 (x − x̂)> P−1 (x − x̂)
n
o
= η exp − 21 (x − x̂)> P−1 (x − x̂) ,

(A.1)
(A.2)

where η represents the scalar value required to normalize the probability density distribution such
that the volume under the curve sums to one. By expanding (A.2) we get
n
o
p(x) = η exp − 12 x> P−1 x + 12 x> P−1 x̂ + 12 x̂> P−1 x − 21 x̂> P−1 x̂ .

(A.3)

Since the terms in the exponent are scalar, each is equal to its transpose. Thus x> P−1 x̂ = x̂> P−1 x.
Exponential terms that do not depend on x such as − 12 x̂> P−1 x̂ can be rolled into η. This allows us
to combine and simplify (A.3) as
n
o
> −1
1 > −1
p(x) = η exp − 2 x P x + x P x̂ .

(A.4)

We see that the resulting Gaussian can be parameterized by Y = P−1 and ŷ = P−1 x̂ which are
called the information matrix and information vector, respectively.
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To derive the prediction step we start with the intuitive expressions from the Kalman filter
prediction step:
x̂k|k−1 = Ak x̂k−1|k−1 + Bk uk

(A.5)

Pk|k−1 = Ak Pk−1|k−1 A>
k + Qk .

(A.6)

By substituting P = Y −1 into (A.6) we get
−1
−1
Yk|k−1
= AkYk−1|k−1
A>
k + Qk

−1
−1
=⇒ Yk|k−1 = AkYk−1|k−1
A>
+
Q
.
k
k

(A.7)
(A.8)

By substituting x̂ = Y −1 ŷ into (A.5) we get
−1
−1
Yk|k−1
ŷk|k−1 = AkYk−1|k−1
ŷk−1|k−1 + Bk uk


−1
=⇒ ŷk|k−1 = Yk|k−1 AkYk−1|k−1 ŷk−1|k−1 + Bk uk .

(A.9)
(A.10)

To derive the measurement update step we start with Bayes rule to define the posterior
probability density function p(xk |zk ), conditioning everything on the collection of historical measurements z1:k−1 and all control inputs u1:k .
p(zk |xk )p(xk )
p(zk )
p(zk |xk , z1:k−1 , u1:k )p(xk |z1:k−1 , u1:k )
=⇒ p(xk |z1:k , u1:k ) =
.
p(zk |z1:k−1 , u1:k )
p(xk |zk ) =

(A.11)
(A.12)

Since these density functions are assumed to be Gaussian and the denominator p(zk |z1:k−1 , u1:k )
does not depend on xk , it does not affect the parameters of the resulting Gaussian distribution.
We therefore roll this term into η as done previously. Additionally, p(zk |xk , z1:k−1 , u1:k ) can be
simplified to p(zk |xk ) due to the assumption of conditional independence. Equation (A.12) then
becomes
p(xk |z1:k , u1:k ) = η p(zk |xk )p(xk |z1:k−1 , u1:k ),
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(A.13)

where p(zk |xk ) represents the measurement probability and p(xk |z1:k−1 , u1:k ) represents the prediction probability. Both are multivariate Gaussian probability density distributions. The first is
parameterized by a mean of Hk xk and covariance of Rk . The second is parameterized by a mean of
x̂k|k−1 and covariance of Pk|k−1 . This allows us to represent the distribution as follows:
n
o
p(xk |z1:k , u1:k ) = η exp − 12 (zk − Hk xk )> R−1
(z
−
H
x
)
×
k
k k
k
o
n
−1
(xk − x̂k|k−1 )
exp − 21 (xk − x̂k|k−1 )> Pk|k−1
n
= η exp − 12 (zk − Hk xk )> R−1
k (zk − Hk xk ) −
o
> −1
1
2 (xk − x̂k|k−1 ) Pk|k−1 (xk − x̂k|k−1 )
n
−1
> > −1
1 > > −1
= η exp − 12 z>
k Rk zk + xk Hk Rk zk − 2 xk Hk Rk Hk xk −
> −1
−1
1 >
1 > −1
2 xk Pk|k−1 xk + xk Pk|k−1 x̂k|k−1 − 2 x̂k|k−1 Pk|k−1 x̂k|k−1

(A.14)

(A.15)

o

(A.16)
.

−1
−1
1 >
The terms − 12 z>
k Rk zk and − 2 x̂k|k−1 Pk|k−1 x̂k|k−1 in (A.16) do not depend on xk and therefore do

not influence the parameterization. Therefore they are rolled into η. We can now simplify and
combine terms as
n
1 > > −1
p(xk |z1:k , u1:k ) = η exp xk> Hk> R−1
k zk − 2 xk Hk Rk Hk xk −
(A.17)
o
> −1
1 > −1
2 xk Pk|k−1 xk + xk Pk|k−1 x̂k|k−1
n
io
i
h
h
−1
−1
>
> −1
= η exp − 21 xk> Hk> R−1
R
z
+
P
x̂
.
H
+
P
x
+
x
H
k
k
k k k
k
k|k−1 k|k−1
k|k−1 k
(A.18)
Referring to (A.4) we see that the posterior distribution can be canonically parameterized by the
h
i
h
i
−1
> R−1 z + P−1 x̂
terms Hk> R−1
H
+
P
and
H
k
k k k
k
k|k−1
k|k−1 k|k−1 . Therefore the update step using the
information form is
ŷk|k = Hk> R−1
k zk + ŷk|k−1

(A.19)

Yk|k = Hk> R−1
k Hk +Yk|k−1 .

(A.20)

Application of the filter is demonstrated in Algorithm 2. It is worth noting that compared
to the Kalman filter, the prediction step is relatively complicated and the update step is relatively
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Algorithm 2 Information Filter Algorithm

−1
−1
>
1: Yk|k−1 = AkYk−1|k−1 Ak + Qk


−1
2: ŷk|k−1 = Yk|k−1 AkYk−1|k−1
ŷk−1|k−1 + Bk uk
Yk|k = Hk> R−1
k Hk +Yk|k−1
>
4: ŷk|k = Hk R−1
k zk + ŷk|k−1

. Predict the information matrix
. Predict the information vector
. Update the information matrix
. Update the information vector

3:

simple. For this reason the information filter is useful for applying many measurements. Also, the
Kalman gain is never directly computed. This is due to the nature of the Bayesian inference shown
above and the fact that the information parameterization can represent the Bayesian posterior distribution in a simple way.
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APPENDIX B.

MEASUREMENT FUSION UPDATE STEP

The standard Kalman update in the case of augmented measurements, as provided in (3.10)
and (3.11), can be simplified to a summation format. The purpose of including this is to provide
background to the derivation of Bar Shalom’s optimal centralized fuser found in [13]. To begin,
we start by introducing an alternative, equivalent expression for the optimal Kalman gain. We will
show that
h
i−1
Kk = Pk|k−1 Hk> Rk + Hk Pk|k−1 Hk>

(B.1)

can be represented by the mathematically equivalent alternative expression
Kk = Pk|k Hk> R−1
k .

(B.2)

This gain expression requires the updated form of the state error covariance Pk|k . Since it would
need to be calculated first (requiring the Kalman gain), this form therefore does not provide any
computational advantage. Alternatively, Pk|k can be found using the information matrix update step
which does not require knowledge of Kk , as shown in Appendix A. We start by rearranging (B.1)
as

h
i
>
Kk Rk + Hk Pk|k−1 Hk = Pk|k−1 Hk>

(B.3)

=⇒ Kk Rk + Kk Hk Pk|k−1 Hk> = Pk|k−1 Hk>

(B.4)

=⇒ Kk Rk = Pk|k−1 Hk> − Kk Hk Pk|k−1 Hk>

(B.5)

=⇒ Kk Rk = [I − Kk Hk ] Pk|k−1 Hk> .

(B.6)

The standard error state covariance update is represented by
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Pk|k = [I − Kk Hk ] Pk|k−1 .

(B.7)

By substituting (B.7) into (B.6) we get

Kk Rk = Pk|k Hk>
=⇒ Kk = Pk|k Hk> R−1
k .

(B.8)
(B.9)

Using this mathematically equivalent expression for the Kalman gain, we express the state
update step as


zk − Hk x̂k|k−1 .
x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 + Pk|k Hk> R−1
k

(B.10)

This form of the Kalman gain requires knowledge of the updated covariance Pk|k . As previously
−1
mentioned, the information filter’s update step calculates Pk|k
without needing to know the optimal

Kalman gain. Details on this are found in Appendix (A). We rewrite (A.20) as
−1
−1
Pk|k
= Pk|k−1
+ Hk> R−1
k Hk .

(B.11)

Equations (B.11) and (B.10) are sufficient to create a simplified summation format. By multiplying
(B.11) on both sides of (B.10), we arrive at the information vector update step seen in (A.19) after
cancellations:
h
i


−1
−1
−1
> −1
Pk|k
x̂k|k = Pk|k−1
+ Hk> R−1
H
zk − Hk x̂k|k−1
k x̂k|k−1 + Pk|k Pk|k Hk Rk
k


−1
> −1
= Pk|k−1
x̂k|k−1 + Hk> R−1
H
x̂
+
H
R
z
−
H
x̂
k
k
k
k|k−1
k|k−1
k k
k


−1
= Pk|k−1
x̂k|k−1 + Hk> R−1
Hk x̂k|k−1 + zk − Hk x̂k|k−1
k
−1
= Pk|k−1
x̂k|k−1 + Hk> R−1
k zk .
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(B.12)
(B.13)
(B.14)
(B.15)

The Kalman filter-based equivalent of information fusion is explicitly represented by expanding (B.10):


x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 + Pk|k Hk> Rk−1 zk − Hk x̂k|k−1
 > 
−1 

1
1
1
1
H
R
0 ... 0
z − Hk x̂k|k−1
 k  k
  k

 2 



 Hk   0 R2k . . . 0   z2k − Hk2 x̂k|k−1 
 
 

= x̂k|k−1 + Pk|k 
 ..   ..

.. . .
..  
..
. .  
 .  .

.
.
  
 

ns
ns
ns
ns
Hk
0 0 . . . Rk
zk − Hk x̂k|k−1
ns

>

= x̂k|k−1 + Pk|k ∑ Hki Rik


−1  i
zk − Hki x̂k|k−1 .

(B.16)

(B.17)

(B.18)

i=1

Though the updated Pk|k is required, we have shown that the Kalman filter-based measurement
fusion has a simplified summation format. While this form is not actively used in this thesis, it is
provided as insight into the derivation of Bar Shalom’s optimal centralized fusion.
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APPENDIX C.

SIMULATION AND ROS IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

This appendix contains figures to illustrate the nature of the simulation and implementation
details as well as some valuable features available to future researchers.
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Visualization

R-RANSAC

Figure C.1: The Simulink diagram representing the software in the loop simulation that utilizes
the R-RANSAC binaries that run onboard the UAV.

Figure C.1 shows the SIL simulation in Simulink. The subsystems on the left govern the
dynamics, multirotor controller, and path manager. The tall subsystem in the center manages the
sensors including the projective camera using the pinhole model. Target detections are simulated
for multiple sources and the R-RANSAC block contains the interpreted MATLAB function that
acts as an API for the compiled R-RANSAC binaries. The output of the camera and tracking
results are sent to the visualization block whose role is illustrated in Figures C.2 and C.3.
Figure C.4 shows the network of ROS nodes and topics including the optional simulation of
a camera that reads .mp4 videos or data from previously recorded rosbag video. It is seen that the
visual frontend node subscribes to the image raw topic and publishes on the measurements topic
which is made available to the rransac node. The front end also subscribes to the tracks topic in
order to monitor the tracks for use with the ORB tracker and target recognition. The rransac node
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Figure C.2: The 3rd person view of the simulated UAV and MTT simulation from which the
multirotor flight can be observed.

subscribes to the measurements topic and publishes on the tracks topic. The tracker also subscribes
to the image raw topic for display purposes only.
Figures C.5 and C.6 provide examples of the optional windows available to developers
who wish for a more introspective view while tuning or testing. Figure C.5 shows an intermediate
window that displays the image locations of all measurements for a desired source. Figure C.6
shows a display of the tracking performance using the ROS rqt image view utility. This view can
be accessed by any computer on the ROS network, which makes it helpful to ground operators.
Figure C.7 shows the dynamically reconfigurable parameters using the ROS rqt reconfigure
utility. Key parameters of the visual detection front end and R-RANSAC support live tuning during
flight. Some of these parameters are displayed here.
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Figure C.3: The simulated image from the UAV camera during simulation with clutter. Triangles and squares represent measurements from different sources. The star denotes the target truth
projected into the image without noise.
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Figure C.4: The ROS network topology when simulating camera input with a .mp4 video. The
visual front end and R-RANSAC nodes are seen as well as the measurements and tracks topics.
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Figure C.5: When running the detection front end with ROS, optional windows can be displayed
to provide insight regarding the inputs to R-RANSAC.

Figure C.6: This is the tracking view, illustrating the output of R-RANSAC. This is the output
video as seen by an operator at the ground station.
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Figure C.7: The dynamically reconfigurable parameters are available for live tuning of image
processing and R-RANSAC performance. This window is available to ground operators.
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